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LEATHER CRACK FILLER
PART#LCF-4 4oz
Terrific for slight imperfections like
hairline cracks, or use to seal an area
where the leather has worn off (porous
areas). Quick dry time, non-sandable.
Gray.

LEATHER PRIMER
PART# LP-2

2oz

Just a drop will do! Creates a barrier between water and solvent based products,
allowing dye to adhere to leather.

EZ FILL
PART# EZ-4

4oz

Our most popular leather filler. For
small to medium sized cracks. Air dry,
but can use a blow drier if needed. Creates a soft, flexible, strong repair that
can be sanded.
Crème colored.

LEATHER REPAIR
ADHESIVE
PART# LRA

LEATHER SKIN FILLER
PART# LSF-4 4oz
For small hairline cracks or creases.
Non-sandable, but spreads and feathers
out easily. Brown.

LEATHER DRY FILL
PART#LDF

LEATHER REPAIR COMPOUND
PART# LRC-4

2oz, 8oz

Pink glue that is not only a fantastic adhesive for sub patches, but
can also be used at the base of
cracks or on hairline cracks. Sandable, stays flexible.

4oz

1oz, 4oz

Ground leather fibers. Use with
LRA to make your own paste for
holes, tears and cracks. Sandable.

Low heat cure for leather and heat sensitive
vinyl. Great for door panels, too! Great adhesion and flexibility. Grain with a pad or spray
on texture. White.
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LEATHER FLEX
PART# LF
PINT, 2oz
Additive to give flexibility when added to
Z-Line solvent based dyes for leather. Use
only a drop or two.

DEEP LEATHER FLEX FILL
PART#DLFF
2oz, 4oz
Tan in color, this compound is for deep
cracks, gouges and holes. Air dry, nonsandable.

TRI CLEAN
PART# TC

32OZ, GALLON

An excellent cleaner for prepping leather for repair and/or redyeing. Water based, able to break down the original top clear and
color. Surface is left slightly tacky and ready for color. Can also be
used to remove stains from carpets, fabrics & headliners. Will not
stain cloth or Aniline leather.
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LEATHER
FLEX FILL
PART# LFFII
2oz, 4oz
Thick and smooth
spreading, LFII is
light brown and
comes in a squeeze
bottle. Use for deep
leather repairs, especially when in need
of abrasion resistance. Can smooth
rough edges by wetting spatula. Used
LSF or EZ Fill as a
top coat. Use LRA
for sub patch or as a
first fill. Sandable
with 220#, MUST BE
TOPCOATED.

